
FreeBody Diagram

Goals
You can explain "foundational concepts" using MEAC.  (MEAC = meaning, examples, attributes 
(facts) and connections)
You can list reasons why drawing a FBD is valuable to the design engineer
You can draw and validate FBDs

Foundational Concepts
force

meaning
A force is a push or pull of one body on another.  A push or pull is an action that can cause 
a change in velocity of a body. 

examples
drag force involves the push of wind (body 1) on a stop sign (body 2)
buoyancy force involves the push of water (body 1) on a floating boat (body 2)
capillary rise involves the pull of molecules on the wall of a glass tube (body 1) on the 
molecules on the free surface of water (body 1) within the tube

attributes & connections
primary dimensions = M*L/T^2
common units: lbf, N
a force always involves 2 bodies
forces always occur in pairs (collinear; equal magnitude; opposite directions
forces are vectors
a force is a sliding vector that acts along a "line of action"
if the forces on a body sum to zero (vectorially), then the body is in equilibrium which 
means it is stationary or moving with a constant velocity.
all forces are either surface forces or body forces

surface force (sometimes called contact force)
a surface force is any force that requires physical contact between the two bodies in order for 
the force (i.e. push/pull) to occur
examples

Picture a cup sitting on a table. The normal force on the bottom of a cup is a surface force 
because it can only act if the cup is touching the table
Picture a fish swimming through water. The drag force is a surface force because it 
requires physical contact between the fish & the fluid.

attributes
bodies must be in physical contact for surface forces to occur
surface forces act on the outside edges of a body (not on interior)
all forces can be classified as either a surface force or a body force; that is, there are only 2 
types of forces
most forces are surface forces

body force
a body force is any force that does not require physical contact between the two bodies in 
order for the force (i.e. push/pull) to occur
examples



Foundational Concepts

body force
a body force is any force that does not require physical contact between the two bodies in 
order for the force (i.e. push/pull) to occur
examples

Gravity force on a raindrop is a body force because the raindrop (body 1) does not need to 
be in physical contact with the earth (body 2) for the gravity force to act
Magnetism is a body force because a horseshoe magnet (body 1) and a nail (body 2) do 
not need to be in physical contact for the magnetic force to act.

attributes
there are only a few types of body forces: magnetic, electrostatic, gravity, ..

body (sometimes called a system)
a body is a collection of matter (i.e. molecules) of fixed identity
examples

a "go cart" is a "body" because it is collection of matter (steel, rubber wheels, ....)
water in a tank is a "body" because it is a collection of matter of fixed identity
a fluid particle (infinitesimal chuck of fluid) is a "body" because it is a collection of matter of 
fixed identity

attributes & connections
a body can be any size infinitesimal or finite
a body can be made up any type of matter: liquid, gas, solid, combination

freebody
a freebody is "body" that is isolated (i.e. removed) from its surroundings

freebody diagram
a freebody diagram is a sketch used by scientists and engineers to show the forces  (i.e. 
pushes & pulls) that act on a body

Why draw a free body diagram
solve problem in an easier way cuz you can visualize the solution
save time, fewer mistakes
increases meaning (move from being vague)

How to draw a free body diagram
Step 1. select & sketch a free body; make sure your freebody is removed from its surroundings; 

sketch a coordinate system
Step 2. sketch vectors to represent the body forces (gravity, magnetic, electrostatic ....)
Step 3. draw vectors to represent the surface forces
Step 4. validate the free body by establishing 

check 1. is the "freebody" sketched so that it is isolated from its surroundings
check 2. is every force shown a push or pull?
check 3. are Newtons' Laws satisfied qualitatively

Equilibrium?  Does SumF = 0?
Dynamic Motion?  Does SumF = m*a? 


